Call to Order at 5:18

Pledge of Allegiance/Moment of Silence

Attendance taken by Alicia Campos

Approval of the Minutes from Tuesday, January 17th

Business:
Guest Speaker, Amanda: CHOICES volunteers

- April 5-7 choose times outside your class schedule
- Wear JMU gear, encourage taking buses and walking, Service Fair at SSC
- We do not know anything about admissions
- Don't lie about JMU being a party school, highlight other options
- I's on map represent information tents if you cannot answer a question, direct them here
- Tours and residence halls open from 10:30-1:30
- imupaws@gmail.com
- WE HAVE OFFICIALLY BEEN TRAINED SO WE CAN VOLUNTEER

Contingency:
NSMH
- NSMH National Conference in Jacksonville, FL
- Requesting $2,597
  - The resolution is brought to a vote and the resolution passes

Motion to untable AMSA

AMSA
- AMSA National Conference
- Requesting $2,597
  - The resolution is brought to a vote and the resolution passes

Constitutional Bylaws reading and proposal
- Requiring community service hours for SGA members
January 24th, 2016
MU 256, BEGINNING 5:15PM

- Amendment on the language to include the approval of the executive council
  - The amendment passes

**Senate Reports**

**Zan Guendert, Speaker**
- Let Zan know if you have questions regarding the amendment/ resolution process etc.

**John Carr, University Services**
- Resolution for Madison Union
- New Philips Hall
  - Round table discussion for ideas - 1/25, 1/26 from 6-7
  - First 10 students to email dining with preferred schedule: dining@jmu.edu
- Professor Project

**Alicia Campos, Membership**
- Massanutten Tubing
  - Wednesday, 8th ($11 with JAC)
- Mentor Mentee Date of the Week
  - Trivia Night @ Clementine Cafe - 9:00-11:00
- Yoga @ The Center Yoga at Ice House Studios
- Committee Attendance

**Colleen Hall, Communications team**
- SGA Lives/Learns here
- Event suggestions
- Make sure to like graphics

**Renzo Olivari, Legislative Action**
- Lobbying
  - Let Leg action know if you’re going
- Meeting with Charlie King
  - Issues to lobby for:
    - Tuition bills
    - Mental health training for RA’s

**David Vaughn, Finance**
- Internal reps need to pay dues
Amanda Reeder, Community Engagement

- Pen pals meeting this Friday from 2-3 PM at Spotswood Elementary School
  - If you do not have a pen pal, you can still attend
- Sign up for Relay for Life

Tory Atkins, Class of 2017

- Countdown days are being worked on
- 100 days is no longer at Back Country- Now at Gold Crown

Seemran, Class of 2018

- Internship event with Tri Slg & Sexual Assault Campaign

Julianna, Class of 2019

- Facebook poll going up regarding t shirts

Eric Hoang, Elections Commissioner

- Minor Elections packets are out

Matt Mueller, President

- Meeting with President Alger
- James Madison Statue

Jewel Hurt, Executive Assistant

- New office hours are up
- No campaigning in the office

Motion to Adjourn at 6:52 PM